
A LIFETIME IN THE FIELD.
BUILT FOR
CARSTENS NON-TYPICAL STANDS



DRIP RAIL: Murphy’s law applies and everything leaks eventually, might as well be prepared. Window design vents 
rain, sleet and snow back outside the blind where it belongs. Multiple layers create dimension and shadows window 
opening helping you blend in better. Less water in the blind means a more comfortable hunt for you.

MODEL: BOWMAN

AVAILABLE COLORS: CUSTOM COLORS:

MODEL: RIFLEMAN

Shale Green on Black Dead Grass on Shale Green Birch White on Black

Bring in a picture to have a 
color match right from your 
stand location.

TYPE: 8-Sided Blind
HORIZONTAL WINDOWS: 37” x 14.5”
VERTICAL WINDOWS: 10” x 42.5”
DOOR WINDOW: 20” x 10”
FOOTPRINT: 77” x 77”
FLOOR SPACE: Corner to corner: 83” x 83”, edge to edge: 68” x 68”
BLIND HEIGHT: Center of the floor: 83”, at the walls: 71” tall
OVERHANG: 4”

INSULATION: Acoustic foam provides sound dampening to minimize noise transfer through the blind walls. This 
will also minimize added noise from hunting with a partner and will help protect your hearing when you fire a shot. 
Gasketed windows help block scent and deep tint shields visible movement. Get by with more, spook less.

TOWER: For the ultimate ease of use and longevity, upgrade to a steel tower. Fabricated from heavy gauge steel, 
the package includes everything to get you up in the air. Slip resistant steel treads on the ladder and platform offer 
improved traction even in icy conditions. The all-welded steel frame can be purchased separately and accepts 4x4 
posts to accommodate a home-built stand. Steel stand package comes in 8 or 16 foot elevations.

TYPE: 4-Sided Blind
HORIZONTAL WINDOWS: 37” x 14.5”
DOOR WINDOW: 20” x 10”
FOOTPRINT: 66” x 66”
FLOOR SPACE: 58” x 58”
BLIND HEIGHT: Center of the floor: 82”
OVERHANG: 4”

SNAP-IN CARPET: The center of the floor is raised with a drip well molded into the perimeter of the blind. Any water 
or condensation that ends up there will exit through the weep holes drilled in all corners. Even though the fiberglass 
will never rot, the elevated floor will keep your marine grade, rubber backed, snap-in carpet from getting musty or 
freezing. In the off season, roll it up and take it home. (Optional)

HINGES: Specialty hinge allows you to leave the window in any position. No strings, props, sliders or catches. The 
one-way design means the tension on the way up is minimal but the way down is just enough that the window stays 
put. Tension is virtually unchanged in bitter cold and sweltering heat. Rugged design and sealed mechanism makes 
this hinge operate silently for years to come.

Standard Color

CARSTENS NON-TYPICAL STANDS DESIGNED FOR THE ELEMENTS
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Finally, someone has designed the hunting blind that meets your high standards. Just like you, we spend hours in the field every year dreaming up ways 
to make the hunt more comfortable and more successful. Whether it’s the first day of bow season or the last day of muzzleloader, we took the best 
thinking from a lifetime of hunting experience and packed it into one product. Hunt that funnel area even when wind is wrong and the weather is nasty. 
Introduce a kid to the outdoors in a comfortable and concealed environment. Meet Carstens Industries Non-Typical Stands. 

These stands were designed with longevity in mind. Your hunting land is an investment that you can enjoy year after year, shouldn’t you look at  
your hunting blind the same way? One piece fiberglass construction and UV-resistant gelcoat exterior make this blind rot proof, rodent proof, and  
hassle proof. Your time is precious, spend it checking trail cameras or planting food plots, not repairing rotted wood or cleaning up after rodents.  
Each Carstens Non-Typical Stand you install will become a landmark on your property and will be enjoyed for generations to come. 

STRONG.QUIET.DURABLE.
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Hunting is our Heritage. 

Few people have spent more time in the woods than Jim Carstens. A lifelong 
outdoorsman, Jim has hunted all the way from his home state of Minnesota to 
Argentina, New Zealand and the Arctic Circle. Seeing the variations in climate 
and terrain as well as observing a wide variety of game animals has informed 
the design of all of Carstens outdoor products. Carstens Indus tries has been 
building the very best in fiberglass products since Jim’s father, Howard Carstens 
started the business in 1973. Our team of expert designers and fabricators 
bring well over 100 years of cumulative experience to bear when building these 
long-lasting fiberglass blinds.


